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1. SCRUTINEERS  

 

A candidate may appoint Scrutineers to act as their representatives at Pre-Poll Offices, Declared 

Institutions, within Polling Places, and within the Returning Officer’s Office.  Within the Returning 

Officer’s Office Scrutineers may: observe the preliminary scrutiny (validation) of Postal Declaration 

Votes, check a voter’s entitlement to vote, observe the marking of Certified Lists, and the sorting, 

counting, tabulation of and recounting of votes. 

Scrutineers must be formally appointed by a Candidate (including a group of Candidates) through 

completion, signing, attesting and presentation of the Instrument of Appointment of Scrutineer 

(AEF227).  Scrutineer forms signed by the Candidate in the form of a facsimile/scanned signature will 

be acceptable. 

A Scrutineer, on presentation to an Electoral Official of his/her signed/attested Instrument of 

Appointment as Scrutineer, is entitled to be present in accordance with his/her appointment.  However 

scrutineer appointments are particular to the place or function to be observed.  Accordingly, if a 

Scrutineer is appointed to a particular Polling Place, the same Scrutineer Instrument of Appointment 

cannot be applied to say observation of postal vote activities within the Returning Officer’s Office.  A 

separate (new) Instrument of Appointment would be required to be permitted entry to the Returning 

Officer’s Office and to observe postal voting preliminary scrutiny, etc. 

A Candidate in an election cannot be a Scrutineer in relation to the same election, or in relation to 

simultaneous elections in the same Council area.  A Candidate is not entitled to have more than one 

(1) Scrutineer present for the following activities: 

Pre-Poll voting; 

Declared Institution voting; 

and within the Returning Officer’s Office for preliminary scrutiny activities. 

A Candidate may have one (1) Scrutineer per Issuing Point, or per Counting table in all other 

circumstances.  Accordingly, if there were 12 Polling Officials engaged in the count of Councillor ballot 

papers for a particular Ward, then theoretically, there could be 12 Scrutineers per Candidate. 

A Scrutineer appointed by a Mayoral Candidate is not entitled to be present for Councillor 

counts/scrutiny activities unless they are additionally so appointed.  The converse situation also applies.  

Similarly, a Scrutineer appointed for a Councillor (Ward) Candidate will only be entitled to be present 

for the election for the particular Ward.   

Returning Officers (and Polling Place Managers) must formally brief appointed Scrutineers prior to the 

commencement of any counting/scrutiny process providing a definitive outline as to how processes will 

be organised/conducted.   
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Subject always to their specific appointments, Scrutineers are entitled to observe the preliminary 

scrutiny activities.  These will include: 

 Observation of the opening of sealed ballot boxes containing Postal Declaration and other 

Declaration votes. 

 Scrutineers may challenge the admission or rejection of individual/particular Declaration 

envelopes 

 They may observe and check for details included on Declarations 

 They may observe the process of the marking of Certified Lists of Voters 

 The distribution of preferences 

 They may witness or counter sign labels/parcels 

 They may challenge the formality, informality of a particular ballot paper 

 In the situation of a recount, best practice dictates that a Scrutineer may challenge a Returning 

Officer’s decision 

 A Scrutineer may leave the count/scrutiny area and be replaced by another formally and duly 

appointed Scrutineer 

 Scrutineers must wear an identification badge or label at all times, whilst engaged in 

scrutineering functions/activities 

 Scrutineers may observe polling and counting in Polling Places 

 Scrutineers may observe polling in Pre-Poll Offices and Declared Institutions 

 Scrutineers  must not touch Declaration Envelopes, ballot papers, or any other election material 

 Scrutineers may observe assisted voting in those situations, where the Voter requires 

assistance, but the Voter does not appoint a person to so provide assistance 

 Scrutineers must not attempt to interfere or influence any Elector in the course of their duties 

 Scrutineers must not communicate with any other person except as is necessary in the ordinary 

discharge or carriage of their duties 

 Scrutineers must follow the lawful directions of the Returning Officer or other Electoral Officials 

 Scrutineers (or canvassers) must not obstruct access/egress to polling facilities 

 Scrutineers must not assist with any count or scrutiny processes. 
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2. DECLARED INSTITUTION VOTING 

Declared Institution voting is able to be scheduled between 5 and 9 September 2016.  Declared 
Institutions comprise nursing homes, convalescent homes, retirement homes and some hospitals and 
similar institutions.  The Election Manager for a Council appoints Declared Institutions by nomination 
day 10 August 2016.  Returning Officers will develop firm scheduling arrangements and display these 
at the relevant Institutions and also advise candidates/political parties.   

The Returning Officer will formally advise the Institution’s authorities that “How to vote materials” may 

be provided by Candidates/Political Parties to the general office/reception of an Institution for the 

availability for perusal by residents/patients. 

Candidates and their campaign workers conducting visits to Declared Institutions should ensure their 

visits have been finalised before Declared Institution voting is scheduled.  Candidates and campaign 

workers will not be permitted to attend a Declaration Institution while the Pre-Poll Officers are 

conducting their visit.  Again, they may make prior arrangement with management to leave material in 

advance of scheduled Declared Institution polling. 

Scrutineers may be in attendance with Pre-Poll Officers, whilst polling is being conducted.  However, 

they are not permitted to carry or distribute “How to Vote” material when the polling is in process.  Pre-

Poll Officers are also not permitted to carry or distribute copies of any “How to Vote” materials. 

Where any visit to an elector is not permitted on medical grounds by a registered medical practitioner, 

then the visit(s) obviously cannot be made. 

Polling at Declared Institutions is conducted essentially on the same basis as Pre-Poll (or Ordinary) 

voting.  The Pre-Poll Officers will be fully equipped with all necessary materials and equipment. It is 

typical that ambulant residents might be first processed through a central polling location/venue within 

the Institution (for example, a Community or Dining Area), and then the votes of non-ambulant residents 

will be taken.   

 

3. VOTERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS-ASSISTANCE TO VOTERS 

If a voter is unable to vote without help, assistance may be provided by another person chosen by the 
Voter. 
 
PERSONS REQUIRING ASSISTANCE TO VOTE - HELP FOR ELECTORS VOTING 
 
Inside the Polling Place: 

 
If an elector cannot vote without help (eg, blind, physically disabled, illiterate etc.) that elector can be 
assisted to vote by someone chosen by the elector. If no person is nominated by the voter then it 
is recommended the Polling Place Manager may assist. Such assistance may include explaining the 
ballot papers and the requirements of ballot paper marking, folding and putting the ballot papers in the 
ballot box and being with the elector in the voting compartment. Where the Polling Place Manager 
assists, they should advise any Scrutineers present of the fact. If there are no Scrutineers present they 
should use another electoral official to witness the assisted voting process.   
 
Only one person is permitted to be in any voting compartment at any one time.  However, blind, 
physically handicapped or illiterate voters may request assistance of another person, appointed by the 
voter. 
 
Similarly, if an elector cannot physically enter a Polling Place, but is able to get within close proximity 
to the Polling Place, the elector may be assisted to vote (for example the voter is in a motor vehicle 
outside the Polling Place). 
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4. BALLOT PAPER FORMALITY AND INFORMALITY 

Regulation 345(1) (Division 9) advises that a ballot paper at an election will be informal if:   

 

 the elector has failed to record a vote on it in the manner directed on it; 

 if the ballot paper has not been initialled on the front of the ballot paper; or 

 it contains a mark or writing on the ballot paper, that in the Returning Officer’s opinion, would 

enable the elector to be identified. 

 

Regulation 345 also needs to be considered against the provisions concerning marking and formality 

of Group Voting Square Ballot Papers covered in Section 308B and 308C of the Act.  These Sections 

are included hereunder. 

 

308B Group Voting – recording of votes 

 

(1) This section applies if a ballot paper has group voting squares. 

 

(2) Instead of marking the separate voting squares for the candidates, the voter may record a vote: 

 

(a) by placing the number “1” in any one of the group voting squares, and 

 

(b) (if her or she wishes) by placing consecutive numbers (beginning with the number “2”) in 

any other of those group voting squares, in the order of his or her preference for the various 

groups of candidates. 

 

(3) The number “1” appearing in a group voting square for a group indicates: 

 

(a) that the voter’s first preference vote is for the first candidate in the group; and 

 

(b) that the voter’s subsequent preference votes are for the other candidates in the group in 

the order in which their names appear on the ballot paper. 

 

(4) Subsequent numbers appearing in group voting squares for other groups indicate that the 

voter’s preferences (subsequent to those referred to in subsection (3)) are for the candidates 

in those groups: 

 

in the order in which those groups are numbered by the vote; and 

 

(a) within each group, in the order in which the names of the candidates in that group appear 

on the ballot paper. 

 

308C Group Voting – marking of ballot papers 

 

(1) If a voter records a vote on a ballot paper by placing a mark in a group voting square but also 

indicates preferences for individual candidates, the following provisions apply: 

 

(a) if the indication of preferences for individual candidates would, if it stood alone, constitute 

a formal vote, that indication of preferences is taken to be the vote of the voter and the 

mark in the group voting square is to be disregarded; 

 

 

(b) if the indication of preferences for individual Candidates would not, if it stood alone, 

constitute a formal vote, it is to be disregarded and the vote of the voter is to be taken to 

have been expressed by the mark in the group voting square. 
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(2) A ballot paper is not informal by reason only that the voter has recorded a vote by placing a 

cross or a tick in the group voting square and not placing any mark or writing in any other group 

voting square, but the ballot paper is to be treated as if the cross or tick were the number“1”. 

 

(3) A ballot paper is not informal by reason only that the voter has recorded a vote by placing the 

number “1” or a tick in a group voting square and placing a cross in (or a line through) all or 

some of the other group voting squares on the ballot paper, but the ballot paper is to be treated 

as if the marks in those other squares did not appear on the ballot paper and any such tick were 

the number “1”. 

 

(4) A ballot paper on which the voter has recorded a vote by placing in one group voting square 

the number “1” is not informal by reason only that: 

 
(a) the same preference (other than the first preference) is recorded on the ballot paper for 

more than one group, but in the event the ballot paper is to be treated as if those and any 

subsequent preferences had not been recorded; or 

(b) there is a break in the order of preferences for groups, but in that event the ballot paper is 

to be treated as if any preference after the break had not been recorded; or 

 

(c) fewer preferences are recorded than there are Candidates to be elected. 

 

(5) The ballot papers for an election are not informal by reason only that they contain the name of 

a Candidate whom a court has declared to be incapable of being elected at that election, but a 

preference for such a Candidate (whether individually or as a member of a group) is to be 

disregarded, and (if necessary) subsequent preferences are to be renumbered accordingly. 

 

Note:  The regulations make further provision regarding the formality of ballot papers. 

 

So Section 308B of the Act provides that an elector may place a ‘1’ in one Group Voting Square 

selection box “above the line” and their vote will be formal.  In addition, if they wish, the voter may also 

number additional Group Voting Square boxes to indicate their order of preferences for other Groups 

included “above the line”. 

 

By marking just a ‘1’ “above the line”, the voter indicates their first preference for the first Candidate 

listed in the Group and subsequent contingent, consecutive preferences will be for all the other 

Candidates comprising that specific Group (as they are listed in that Group) “below the line”. 

 

Section 308C provides that where an elector marks a ballot paper both “above the line” and “below the 

line”, that if the “below the line” vote is formal, then the “below the line” markings will take precedence 

and be considered. On the other hand, if the “below the line” vote does not constitute a formal vote, the 

“above the line” vote is counted and the “below the line” disregarded. 

 

Section 308C provides further “rules” in relation to the consideration of formality and informality.  A 

ballot paper will not be informal only because: 

 

 a voter has placed a tick or a cross in/or adjacent to a Group Voting Ticket Square; 
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 a voter has placed the number ‘1’ or a ‘tick’ in a Group Voting Square and by also placing a 

‘cross’ in (or a line through) all or some of the other Group Voting Squares, but the ballot paper 

is treated as if the cross or tick were the number ‘1’. 

 

If a voter has marked one (and only one) number ‘1’ in a Group Voting Square “above the line”, but has 

marked repeated contingent preferences on the ballot paper “above the line” (say two 3rd preferences), 

then the ballot paper is to be treated as if those repeated and any subsequent preferences had not 

been recorded on the ballot paper. 

 

Similarly, if a voter has marked one (and only one) number ‘1’ in a Group Voting Square “above the 

line”, but the voter marks other preferences for other Groups “above the line”, then, if there is a break 

in the order of those preferences, the markings on the ballot paper are to be treated as if any preference, 

after the break in preferences had not be recorded. 
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